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Solution

To make a design related to a
country-hosting for international
tournament it's natural to search
for unique factors in the country
culture. there is nothing like the folk
which unites people in one visual
concept adding an atmosphere of
belonging . through this search in
the handmade German
manuscripts, I've noticed a
repetition of the botanical elements
and flowers look like Iris or Poppy
which are condensly used as a main
idea an patterns in the manuscript.
I've found that there is a good
chance to use it as a basic to create
the logo for the following reasons: 1
it's easy to turn it into a gorgeous
architect design . 2 you can repeat it
to make a joyful ornamentation ( it
helps to decorate the ball in the
tournament ). 3 the flowers give a
clear idea about the connection
with the earth especially this
flowers which it exotic and only
grows in this land. the logo to the

left is a part from the same iris
flower with the ball thrown high to
indicate the same general concept
which I've built the logo on.
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Please describe the creative approach you took to your design

I've taken in to consideration the usage of the German flag's colors inside the ornated flowers
sections in a harmonic elegant style. I've also added the green color which represents the
playground and the youthful sportive spirit. to make the symbol simple and accessible for all
ages used the traditional simple shape of the soccer ball is held within the shape to indicate the
hosting of the tournament .
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Please explain how you incorporated the messages, values and mandatory elements
outlined above into your design

Please see above.
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Why should your design become the logo for the bidding phase?

after studying the elements thourougfully and using them in constructing the logo, i've found it
proper as an applicable concept. in addition it indicates the spirit of the event itself.
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HAVE YOU READ THE" GUIDELINES, REGULATIONS & COMMENTS" SECTION IN THE
BRIEF AND IS THIS YOUR ORIGINAL WORK?

yes
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IF IT IS NOT YOUR ORIGINAL WORK, PLEASE LINK ALL STOCK, FONTS AND CREATIVE
COMMONS MATERIAL HERE:

fonts: Berlin Sans FB Demi Bold Calibri
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 ID: 64006. Last updated: 03.09.2017  

Creative's profile

Zein Makhlouf
Graphic designer
Jableh, Syria

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration

PRO
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